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INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper (c. f., Uluçay (1985)), which has heen ahstracted 
in the Book of ABSTRACTS of the ICM 86, we have shown the rednn- 
dancy of the hypothesis that n-î is prime in the Lemma XXXI of 
Shaeffer and Spencer (1950). It should be also noted the evident fact 
that when P2(z) is reduced to 1 + Âz -p p,z2, the possibility of a double 
root has been tacitly overlooked by Shaeffer and Spencer (1950). Yet, 
in view of Lemma XXXI, the conciusive Thecrem II of Uluçay (1973) 
just corresponds to that exceptional case wbich reduces the extremal 
function c(z) to koebe function. Below is reproduced the ABSTRACT 
in question.

Let w = f (z) 6 S statisfy two 8n-equations, one which is of degree n 
and the other of degree k, 2 k n-1. Then, it is shown that the hypot- 
thesis that n-1 is prime introduced by Shaeffer and Spencer (1950) in 
their lemma is redundant, and therefore the rationality of f (z) does not 
follow from the latter hypothesis. The authors daim that the equations

= 1 (1)

give [3| = 1, because k n and n-1 is prime.

Yet, the fcllowing examples show the redundancy of the hypothesis:
(i) k=n-l. In theis case, (1) implies Pı”“l = Etence l=Şın-ı

[il. (ii) k = 2. In this case (1) implies 3ı““l = Pı=l-
(İÜ) The Koebe function is rational and satisfies every Sn-eqnation of 
degree n with An_ı = Bn_ı = 1, n-1 not necessarily prime. General case. 
Finally it is shown that each root of = 1 is a root of Şı’^'i = 1.
This is however impossihle, unless p ı 1, since the roots of unity are ali
diştinct and k n.
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Hence in ali cases the hypothesis n—1 is prime is redundant.

The conciusive Theorem II of Uluçay (1973) corresponds to k=n~l 
(not necessarily prime;.

Omitting ali the details having no direct contribution to the proof,
the following survey is an exact reproduction of the original proof which 
seems to be the most natural and shortest possible proof of Bieberbach’s 
Conjecture (c.f., Uluçay (1973)). We shall use the notations of our ori
ginal proof.

The proof (Theorem II) will follow immediately as soon as we prove.

THEOREM I: Let u (z) = z + cj2z2 4- Unz” + • • - s S, un = sup 
|an I, <7n Şî n, be an extremal function. Then, (02, . . ., Un~ı) is a boundary 

point of the coefficient region Vn_ı.

PROOF:

1. The 2-dimensional cross-sections TC' . Suppose on the contrary
that (<725 • • • 5^11-1) is an interior point of Vjı_ı. Then there exists a bound-
ed schlicht function f(z) Z + t72z2 + . . . + Un-lZ’^ ' + bnz”

belonging to the point (a-2, • • • e V,n—1 . Conversely, since f (z) is
bounded, it belongs also to the interior point (0-2,.. • jO-n-i, hn) e Vn
[Uluçay (1973) pp.4, 9, 10].

The proof tvili now rest upon a careful approach to the boundary
point peVjı belonging to the extremal function via the 2 - dimensicnal 
cross-sections tc*.

*

Y- ■ •

Let then tc denote the 2-dimensional cross-secticn obtained by 
holding 0'25 • • ■ fixed and varying the last coordinate. tc passes 
through p = (ct2, • • • 1; (tn) skd Vn which satisfies a differential equa-
tion Sn of the form [Shaeffer and Spencer (1950) pp. 36-44 and Uluçay 
(1973) p.4]

( (z/ w) (dw / dz) )2 p (w) Q (z), îz I 1, w = (j (z)

n-l 
p(w) = S

v=l
^v/ Q(z) = E By / ■Zy.

Here Q (z) is analytic with at least one multiple zero Zo on [z J = 1
which must be of even order, say m.

It is known that tc is convex (Uluçay (1973), p. 3).

v= -(n-1)
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-ief(eis 2) being also boundedNext, for s ^ 0 sufficiently small, e
and schlicht the neighbcring 2-dimensional eross-seetion tc*, obtained 
by holding <12*5 • ■ • •5'7*n-i fixed, passes through the neighboring point
p* (ct*2, • • • o*n) where (Uluçay (1973), p. 11),

.*
V fjyeK'' 1)^, v = 2,. . .,n-l, a.* n

Now, p*, belonging to the extremal funetion g'.* = e'-is a (e*^z)
is necessarily also a boundary point of Vn- İlene'*, :’u the neighborhood
of p, the set (tt*) yields for ali z 0 sufficiently small a set (y*) of convex
ares passing through (p*) respectively.

2. The differentiable closed set of points RCbd Vn- We deduce the 
following important consequence that the set (y*) sweeps on bd Vn near 
p a differentiable closed set of points RCbd Vn containing p (Uluçay
(1973), pp. 13-15). For, the generating point a 
tial derivatives with respect to s, a.

* = a* (e, a) e R has par-

In fact we bave a * (02*,- • ■,a*n.-b an*) with a * n a«■ n (s a)

a * n + * ' n, a * 
11 = dn * n,

7 * n (Şn + ân sin (n-l)s) cos (a - (n - 1) s) / sina,
(2)

3 * n (Şn + ân sin (n-1) s) sin (a-(n-l) s) / sina.

The derivation of formulas (2) is very simple. We only ha ve to
recall that as the point a = (g'2, . . (Tn-I, ftn), I 3n (
its projeetion an will deseribe in the complex plane the arc

CTn deseribes y.
r lying İD the

disc G centre at the origin , radius ân, and passiug through ön (Uluçay 
(1973), p. 8). Clearly, as a consequence of the convexity, U cannot lie 
on the real axis (Uluçay (1973), p. 6, (2) ). Near ün, U has no point in 
common with the circumference g of G neither (Uluçay (1973), p. 8). 
Nevertheless, again as a consequence of the convexity (Uluçay (1973), 
p. 6, (2) ), r must be tangent to g at ân, i.e., is differentiable at ân as 
expected. Let then Uj be that part of U that lies, say in the lower part
of the disc G, with 
follows:

on e end point at ân- Near ân, v- e define ane Uı as

Denote by t = Şân, Ç = ehn-l)e, 0 sufficiently small, the point
on
o .

the circle g of G. Let S be a straight line from t in G making the angle
a

real axis. Then a
Ti: I 2 with the straight line issuing from t and parallel to the

n lies at the interseetion of S and Fp Accordingiy, upon
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the rotation Ç, (10) a * n = Çan and (11) 3*n = X*n tan (a-(n - 1) e) yield (2).
Here a*n is at the intersection of Fj* = ÇFı issuing from Çân =
and S* = Ç8 issuing from ûn and which makes the angle 
with the real axis.

a - (n-l)s

Note that the derivation of formulas (2) is crucial. For, the dif- 
ferentiability of y* alone is not sufficient to ensure the differentiability 
of R.

satisfies
3. The differential eguation S*n and Q* (z). Ncw, each point a*6 R

a neighboring differential equation S*n of the same form as
Sn (Schaeffer and Spencer (1950), pp. 36-43 and Uluçay (1973) pp. 12-13) 
with

(A) A*V = F*k

(B) B*V S k<j*kF*k+v, B*o 
k=l

(k-1) c>\F% , B*o 
k=2

0

4. The reîation z"-! Q* (z) = R^. At each point a*, Q* (z) is
analytic with at least one multiple zero on |z j 1 which must be of
even order, and tending to Zo with Q* (z) tending to Q (z) uniformly as 
as £ —> 0 .

We finally write tîıe important obvious reîation that will ultimately 
solve the Bieberbach’s Conjecture, i.e., (Uluçay (1973), pp. 15-17))

zn-lQ* (z) = BLlz2'i-2+...+BÎzn-l+...BLl •B*o 0

Thus the polynomial R,,, on the right has the same aeros on
|z I = 1 as Q* (z) = 0.

At a multiple zero, the discriminant D of the polynomial R,,, 
vanishes, and D = 0 is an homogeneous polynomial of degree 4n-6, 
i.e., an algebraic variety (Uluçay (1973), p. 17).

Now, R being differentiable, the vector F* is uniquely determined 
at each point a* (Uluçay (1973), p. 14, p. 17 and Shaeffer and Spencer 
(1950), p. 111).

5. R is homeomorphic to the algebraic variety NCE^” . It then
follows from (B) that R is homeomorpbic to a closed set N of vectors
B*=(B*0, B* 1 5- ..B%_ ]) 6 containing B and on which D vanishes.
Hence is an algebraic variety (Uluçay (1973), p. 17) and therefore
a compact analytic variety (see, in particular Chow (1949), p. 893 and
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Uluçay (1973), p. 17). Therefore on there is an analytic arc c? with one 
end point at B along which the coordinates B*u, v = 0,1, —, n-1, can 
be expressod analytically with respect to some parameter (Uluçay (1973) 
p. 17).

6. The Contradiction via the Fundamental Theorem. But, in view 
of a fundamental theorem (Lindelöf (1947), p. 26), in a sufficiently small
neighborhood of 7,05 z“-l Q* (z) R* has along c? m distinct roots which
are analytic functions of the parameter and tending to Zp as B* B.

Hence Q* (z) bas along cr near Zo on jz | = 1 zeros of order at most 1. 
This contradiction proves Theorem I.

THEOREM II: Let p = (021- • - ,(>11-1, ön). Then p helongs to the Koebe 

function with ön = n.

PROOF: Theorem I implies that the extremal function o- (z) satisfies
two differential eguations Sn, 8n-i (Uluçay (1973), p.l8; (16), (15) ) 
respectively. It is found that u (z) is of the form z/ (l-e^^ z) (l-ei“z)
which maps |z I 1 onto a domain whose en,tire boundary lies on a
straight line through the origin. But a (z) being extremal this boundary 
lies on a single radial line (Uluçay (1973), p. 5, pp. 18-19 and Schaeffer 
and Spencer (1950), pp. 144-158).

Thus a = jî, and a (z) is the Kcebe function.

REMARK: It is apparent that the proof of Theorem I contains a shorter 
one involving directly L]. For., the vanishing of D on the topological
image Tff of Fj turns into
therehy yielding the

an algebraic and therefore an analytic arc,
same contradiction (Uluçay (1973), pp. 16-17).

EN RESUME: This survey gives te the author the occasion to express 
his indebtness to the ICM-86 for the invitation and the acceptance of 
the abstract of the paper entitled “On A Lemma of Shaeffer and Spencer'.99

The Abstract with its conciusive Theorem II is significant in three 
respects. It announces via the ICM-86

(i) that the first rigorous proof of Bieberbach’s Conjecture has been 
already publisbed at Ankara, TURKEY in 1973.

(ii) that the proof is the most natural and shortest possible. In fact, 
it can be read at önce from the conciusive Theorem II: The extremal 
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funetion (7 (z) is the Koebe funetion. In fact the proof follows readily 
from the three characteristic properties of u (z) (max |an | )•

a) The boundary of tj (z) consists of a single analytic slit extending
to infinity and without any critical point (see Proof of Uluçay (1973), 
pp. 4-5)

b) a (z) satisfies a 8n-equation of degree n (loc. cit. p. 18, formula
(16) ).

c) (7(z) satisfies further a Sn-equation of degree n-1 (loc. cit. p. 18, 
formula (15), Thecrem I).

(İÜ) Theorem II diseloses for the first time an error in Lemma XXXI 
of Shaeffer and Spencer undiscovered by the experts since 1950, i.e., that 
the hypothesis 'n-1 is a prime' is redundant. And so the rationality of f
and in particular f (z) = z / (l-ei“ z) (l-ei3z)z /1 -4“
does not follow from the hypothesis as 
day.

claimed by some expert even to

The possible case a = [3 was tacitly overlooked by Shaeffer and 
Spencer (1950) and which shows that the lemma is self contradictory.

Theorem II is in fact an existence theorem cerresponding to the 
case k = n — 1 (not necessarily prime).
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